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This book is concerned mainly with equipment, rather than fermentation processes. It is intended as a practical reference for students and researchers, bringing together widely-dispersed information and relating it to practical experience gained in many laboratories.

The book deals mainly with the design and operation of fermentation and auxiliary equipment, instrumentation, sterilization, materials; and with the composition of culture media. It includes comprehensive commercial references to equipment and component parts, and, in many cases, the information needed for the fabrication of components. It will be of value to students of biochemical engineering and industrial microbiology, as well as academic and industrial researchers.
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...the biologist's electron microscope with the most advanced specimen handling facilities

The ability to change specimen holders with ease and speed is a significant benefit built into the AEI EM801.

You can choose from:
(a) A specimen holder to carry six specimens at once.
(b) A specimen holder to tilt specimens ±20°
(c) A specimen holder to tilt specimens ±30°
(d) A specimen holder to examine a string of up to 250 serial sections.

All holders are of the plug-in type, directly interchangeable, and are electrically driven at a controlled speed. The objective focal length and resolution of the microscope does not alter with change of specimen holders. These advanced and versatile specimen handling facilities, coupled with a genuine 5A point-to-point resolution, are but some of the outstanding features of the AEI EM801.

Leadership through choice
AEI's strength in electron microscopy lies in long term development, the results of which enable them to offer a range of six other electron microscopes to meet most budget requirements and research applications.

EM7—The European million volt electron microscope.
EM8—3A resolution for ultimate resolution research.
EM802—Full goniometer facilities for crystallography.
EM6B—Long established and well tried high resolution instrument for biologists.
EM6G—A general purpose instrument for all research.
EM6M—A high quality medium-priced instrument for small budgets.